The

Elegance of
Sculptured Light

Where Elegance and Functionality meets Green
The shutters are manufactured by ShutterSmart (a Division of US Polymers Inc.),
a leading window covering manufacturer that has been serving the window covering industry
since 1983. ShutterSmart is an established US factory which uses only high quality materials
and adheres to consistent standards.
LouverWise, Inc. is in partnership with ShutterSmart,
where shutters are assembled and customized in the Philippines.

www.louverwise.com
FROM S. LUZON EXPY, TAKE STO. TOMAS EXIT
TOYOTA CALAMBA
MITSUBISHI MOTORS
ST. JAMES COLLEGE OF CALAMBA
CHEVROLET DEALER
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0296 BE National Highway, Purok 4,
Brgy. Milagrosa, Calamba City,
Laguna 4027 Philippines
+63 49 5087002 +63 2 624 6481
customerservice@louverwise.com
Add and like us at:

LouverWise, Inc.

@louverwiseinc
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First in the Philippines

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FULL VIEW
WINDOW TREATMENT

Beautiful and Built to Last
Shutters are the most stunning window covering available, its clean design
brings new elegance and functionality to your home. Enhance every room,
from living room and playroom to kitchen and bath. Materialize your home
with a shutter that delivers timeless beauty and long-lasting durability.
Shutters give you total command of your space by allowing slight
or great changes in your view, your privacy and the amount of sunlight
you let in.

It’s your view.
Take it all in!

Ÿ

Warm Feel – Its WoodTex ﬁnish captures the look and feel of wood
shutters.

Ÿ

Unobstructed View – Unique rear tilt control system gives you wide open
and clean views.

Ÿ

Light Privacy – Offer superb light and visibility control for privacy.

Ÿ

Extreme Durability – It is virtually indestructible. Resists dents and
scratches, will not warp, chip, shrink, crack, fade or peel.

Ÿ

Moisture Resistant – Can be used in steamy bathrooms and behind
the kitchen sink.

Ÿ

Easy Maintenance – It does not absorb dust. Simply wipes clean
with a damp cloth.

Ÿ

Excellent Insulation – Its thickness and louvers with cellular air core
provide superb insulation by giving protection against outdoor heat.

Ÿ

Energy Savings – Keeping the louvers closed contain the temperature
inside the room for energy efﬁciency.

Ÿ

Flame Resistant – Prevents the spread of ﬁre.

Ÿ

Paint-Free – Never needs repainting or replacing.

Guaranteed to last more than 10 years!

Introducing our

An

AllView Shutters

Eye- Catching Louvered View
Outside Your Windows

Hidden Tilt Rods: a standard option

AllView’s patented rear tilt control system
delivers wide open and unobstructed
louvered views.
Ÿ

Fresh, clean look.

Ÿ

Louvers close tight for privacy.

Ÿ

Eliminates unsightly staples that can
pull out or rust.

AllView is custom made and available
in styles that match every window
in today’s homes.
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

No unsightly tilter “mouse holes”.

Ÿ

Doesn’t obstruct the beauty of today’s
French-Style windows.

Ÿ

Optional front tilt rod as an add-on also
available.

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
Louver Size

2

3”, 4”

Colors

2

White,
Swiss Coffee

Tilt System

2

Front, Hidden
(Standard)

2

L Frame (inside
and outside mount),
Trim Frame (inside
mount)

Standard Windows - A stylish
enhancement for your home.
Decorative Valences - Bypass
shutters are ideal for sliding doors.
Its elegant valances are also
available.

Ÿ

Split Tilt Rod - Provides independent
louver adjustment.

Ÿ

Alternative Uses - Also perfect
for use as a room divider.

Frame
LouverWise’s hidden tilter
complements French-Style windows

Introducing

Thermocore

Shutters
POLYCLAD IS MAINTENANCE FREE
Thermocore is built with rigid Poly vinyl surface that is clad over the
hardwood. This surface will not dent, fade, peel or discolor. It’s easy
to clean, durable and low maintenance. The surface is completely
paint free and will never need to be repainted.

HAND PICKED HARD WOODS NOT MDF
We do not use MDF (ﬁber board with formaldehyde adhesives)
otherwise referred to as Composite materials to build our panels.
The results are remarkable strength and durability in every panel.

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
Thermocore
Louver Sizes

Front Tilt Rods: a standard option

3”, 4”

Colors

2

White,
Swiss Coffee

Tilt System

2

Front (Standard),
Hidden

2

L Frame (inside and
outside mount),
Trim Frame (inside
mount)

CAREFREE POLYCLAD WOOD SHUTTERS
In recognition of its Carefree Polyclad wood construction and
it’s wood-like Elegance, the Window Covering Manufacturers
Association awarded Thermocore and Woodcore Shutters the
“Product Innovation Award of the Year.”

2

Frame

Hard Wood
Inner Core
Rigid Vinyl
Outer Shell

TRIPLE DOWEL FURNITURE QUALITY JOINERY
The rails and stiles are joined using three two-inch hardwood
dowels. This triple dowel joinery is only found in high quality
furniture and ensures that panels never come apart.

FEATURING THERMOCORE
LOUVERS WITH SUPERIOR INSULATION AND WIDER PANELS
Our Thermocore louvers are designed with a cellular air core creating
the best in insulation and eliminating solid louver warpage problems
caused by louver weight, humidity and the hot sun. And with our
Aluminum reinforcement on large windows, we can make extra wide
single panels that will not warp...guaranteed!
FEATURING THERMOCORE
TWISTLOCK TILT ROD DESIGN NEVER PULLS APART
Instead of the staples used in most shutters, Thermocore uses
a patented tilt rod hook design that twists and locks into each louver.
These TwistLock hooks will never pull out of the louvers.

HARDWOOD CONSTRUCTION
WORKS JUST LIKE AN
ALL-WOOD SHUTTER
Thermocore Shutters looks and works just like
a traditional wood shutter. The hardwood core
delivers the strength to build large “door-like”
panels that can be wide and tall. Only a solid
wood shutter can build panels this strong.

A VARIETY OF STYLES...

Standard Folding

Bi-Fold Slider

Bi-Pass Slider

T-Post

Café Style

French Doors

STANDARD FOLDING SHUTTERS

BI-FOLD SLIDER

BI-PASS SHUTTERS

T-POST SHUTTERS

CAFÉ STYLE SHUTTERS

FRENCH DOOR SHUTTERS

Standard folding shutters are the most
popular choice and ﬁt most windows.
They are available as single panels
or bi-folding panels, depending on your
window size. These panels can be
folded ﬂat against the wall around an
opening. Single panels are the most
popular. Bi-fold panels are more
traditional.

Sliding shutters are designed
speciﬁcally for large sliding glass doors.
They are mounted on a smooth track
with a beautiful valance to accent the
frame. Sliding shutters are bi-fold
or bi-pass in design.

The bi-pass is very popular because
it does not require room in front of the
window for the panels to swing open.
For a clear view in the open position,
we’ve designed the double bi-pass
which allows you to tilt open the louvers
when the panels are stacked to one
side. To give your slider a decorative
ﬁnish look, add an optional decorative
wood valance.

T-post shutters are designed for wide

Café style shutters are shutters
that decorate the bottom portion
of a window and give an unobstructed
view through the top of the window.
An alternative to this is a double hung
shutter.

French door shutters are designed
speciﬁcally for the popular French doors
in many living areas. This shutters
comes with a Slim Line frame that sits
behind the panel, giving a clean look
of a shutter panel on your window.
This specialty frame design is offered
as solid or as a cut out to accommodate
traditional style door handles.

or large windows that require additional
strength for smooth operation.
A decorative post is placed along
a wide or large window to split the
shutter into smaller segments.

CUSTOM DESIGNED SHUTTERS TO PERFECTLY MATCH EVERY WINDOW

Every window in your home is different and each requires a specially designed
shutter for a perfect ﬁt. LouverWise Inc. has a design to match windows ﬂawlessly.

DECORATIVE FRAMES TO COMPLEMENT THE SETTING

LouverWise, Inc. offers a variety of frames to match your room setting. Your choice of frame
can enhance and complement the style of your room. We offer Standard and Trim frame.

STANDARD FRAME

TRIM FRAME

A traditional outside mount frame.

A decorative 2” inside mount frame.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SHUTTER DESIGN
AMAZINGLY “GREEN”
BASIC PANEL FOLDS

1 Left

1 Right

1 Left, 1 Right

These shutters leave the smallest
environmental footprint of any shutter
alternative – is The Green Solution
for shutters. It is made from poly resin,
a man-made material that is never painted
and has been found to perform best
in terms of environmental impact
by the US Green Building Council.
What does poly resin construction mean
for you and the environment?

2 Left

2 Right

2 Left, 1 Right

2 Left, 2 Right

Ÿ

Paint-Free – No VOC emissions
or solid wastes released into the
environment.

Ÿ

Durable – Never needs repainting
or replacing.

Ÿ

Recyclable – Will never need
to end up in the landﬁll.
100% ECO
FRIENDLY

TOP OFF YOUR SHUTTER DESIGN

1 Left, 2 Right

1 Left, T-Post, 1 Left,
1 Right, T-Post, 1 Right

2 Right, 2 Left

1 Left, 1 Right, T-Post,
1 Left, 1 Right

With Selection of Louvers, Colors and Tilt Rods
Every Shutter is custom designed
to match your preferences.
Choose from a selection of
colors, louver sizes and tilt rod
placement.

Shutters are available in white
and swiss coffee allowing you
to match any setting.
Size of louvers come in as 3”
and 4”.

Tilt rods can be placed in their
traditional location in front of the
shutter or you can follow today’s
trends and opt for the clear,
unobstructed views of a hidden
tilt rod.

WIDE VARIETY
OF PANEL FOLDS
Choose Panel Fold Direction and Divider Rail
Location to Balance Light Control, Privacy
and Functionality
Shutters can be divided into 1, 2, 3
or more panels to meet your design
requirements. In the layouts above
you can see various folding options available.

WHITE

SWISS COFFEE

Color Choices

Louver Sizes

Divider rails separate the top and bottom
sections of your shutters to give you
independent operation, additional privacy
and total light control. A divider rail also adds
strength to large panels.

Amazingly “Green”

